2002 jaguar x

I bought my jaguar a year ago used from a hometown dealer. The car only had one previous
owner and was bought with 78k miles. The car was such a beauty. I'm writing this review to help
anyone anyway i can. Okay, I was looking for AWD for the snow conditions we live in. Subaru,
Honda, k miles 15 grand plus. I found a Jaguar AWD with 29k miles! Got about 25 mpg fwy, and
19 mountain roads. I never expected to get an older vehicle that is like new!!! I have owned my
jaguar x-type sport, lowered, 3. I have never been let down once with this car even with k miles,
although other reviewers will say different. The only trick with this car is that it doesn't like to be
abused. If you keep everything maintained via recommendations on forums and not the
dealership, everything will continue to run smoothly. My X-Type has treated me very well; power
and handling are always there when I need it. On the road, I'm confidant of the ability to pass
someone even if they try to accelerate to close the gap. Sitting in this car, you really feel at one
with the machine as the seat wraps around your body reassuringly, connecting you with the
road as the roar of the engine actually sounds like the primal growl of a wild, angry jaguar. The
steering wheel allows you to feel your way without becoming disconnected from the road as
you do with many luxury cars. We have to remember, to judge this car in the same class as
other high-end cars would be unfair. This is an entry level car delivering above par results.
Those of you who had a automatic transmission swap out of warranty had two options, buy a
new tranny or a rebuilt unit. Afterward I looked into the issue and found the rebuilt have
enhancements and internal fixes the brand-new ones lack. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. More about the X-Type. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
X-Type model: All X-Type models 2. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all X-Types for sale. Sponsored cars related to the X-Type.
Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle
Listing Details. It's ready for you to truly break it in. You could keep looking, but why? You've
found the perfect vehicle right here. Description: Used Jaguar X-Type 2. Recent Arrival! View
our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look forward to hearing from you! Advertised
prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to prior acquisition. All prices,
specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Visit dealer for most current
information. Due to the high demand for our individually selected vehicle inventory, there may
be times that an individual vehicle is no longer available at the time you arrive at the Dealership.
This is due to a time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery and removal
from the web site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an evolving process.
Sometimes displayed vehicles may still not be available for a variety of reasons, such as
subject to prior sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting title and ownership
confirmation. To better insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should contact the
Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you qualify for.
Description: Used Jaguar X-Type 3. A Jaguar is going to be your next car right? Well it should
be with its AWD and V6 engine to get you up those mountain passes super quick and safe
nearby! Call and ask for Kaete-Kat ! This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every
effort to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the
options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources.
Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. This is the
first time in our history we are offering trade in cars to our customers. These vehicles have been
priced very aggressively and are the best value on the lot. With over a decade of experience
providing customers with awesome deals on great vehicles, the Team at Georgia Import Auto
continues to perform everyday based on the simple, solid, and sensible fundamentals of selling
good vehicles to good people in a respectful and transparent manner. High resolution pictures
and more inventory can be found on our website Personal Funds prices are listed. It is a
Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability to perform mechanical repairs
themselves, or have access to others who can help. Our comprehensive point inspection report
lists suggested repairs. This list can be used as a guideline for you or, at your option, we can
perform these repairs for you at a discount. Contact a Sales Associate for more details - 'It is a
Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability to perform mechanical repairs
themselves, or have access to others who can help. Please call now to reserve your test drive
appointment!! Please contact seller first for vehicle availability. Only , Miles! This Jaguar X-Type
4dr 4dr Sedan 3. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Red with a
Beige interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Thank you for choosing to visit
siddillon. Contact an Internet Specialist for more information. Was a fresh trade in to a new car
dealer who in turn wholesaled it to us. Drives like a dream. Smooth and quiet. Loaded with
All-wheel drive, sunroof, in dash CD, beautiful wood trim, newer matching tires, fresh tune up
with coils and gaskets, and more!! Must see this shiny clean car!! Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is

guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 9 Manual 1. Engine
Type Gas Drivetrain All Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Title issue. Know The
Deal. New Listing. Showing 1 - 13 out of 13 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought my
jaguar a year ago used from a hometown dealer. The car only had one previous owner and was
bought with 78k miles. The car was such a beauty. I'm writing this review to help anyone
anyway i can. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Times are tough in the auto business. Companies everywhere are looking for ways to gain
market share. But for Jaguar, a sport-ute just wasn't an option-it simply wouldn't be proper. So
the Ford-owned British marque decided to try another approach: Go down-market and produce
a less expensive vehicle. It was thought that sales volumes in the U. But building a new car from
scratch is hugely expensive, so Jaguar turned to its parent for a platform to start with, and the
Ford Mondeo formerly Contour was chosen. Trouble is, the Mondeo uses a front-wheel-drive
layout, whereas Jaguars have always routed power aft. Hence, a four-wheel-drive system was
adopted, with a mechanical center differential that sends 60 percent of the power to the rear
wheels until things get slippery and then a viscous limited-slip device diverts power to the axle
with the surest grip. Jaguar sold 33, X-types in , which turned out to be more than half of
Jaguar's 61, total sales that year in this country. Sales in haven't been as strong, but it looks as
though the X-type will still account for more than 50 percent of Jag's volume here. We couldn't
decide what to make of the new cat, but it boiled down to this: Its level of luxury didn't make up
for its lack of sportiness. Maybe more time with the car was called for. So in February , an
X-type appeared at our door. It came with a 3. The X-type has good prowess as a highway
cruiser. It has plenty of power for passing, a smooth ride, and stable handling. The
four-wheel-drive system enhances the X-type's steering feel, and adding a set of snow tires see
Baubles and Bolt-Ons makes it damn near blizzard-proof in the winter. But soon there were
niggling complaints, reminding us of a time not that long ago when Jaguars seemed always to
be riddled with little aggravating problems. With less than miles on the odo, the driver's seat
came slightly loose at the bolt-on points, rocking back and forth in maybe a half-inch arc as the
car stopped and accelerated. Talk about annoying. Everyone complained about the abrupt
clutch engagement and the rubbery feel of the gearshift. Driving the car smoothly became real
work. Another annoyance was the LCD touch-screen display that controls the climate, radio,
and navigation functions. The screen was positioned so low on the dash that most drivers had
to take their eyes off the road for an unnervingly long time to make an adjustment. Service
stops are scheduled at 10,mile intervals, with an oil-and-filter change at every stop, along with

the usual host of inspections. For that grand base price, Jaguar picks up the service costs over
the first 40, miles. At our first stop, the dealer did the routine service and ordered parts to fix the
loose seat and the left-side mirror, the cover of which had fallen off a few hundred miles earlier.
It should be noted that the wobbly driver's seat and the missing mirror cover didn't damage the
Jaguar's popularity as much as the fact that it took the dealer two months to acquire the
replacement parts. While we waited, our X-type developed a couple more maladies. The warning
light telling us to service the engine came on several times for no apparent reason, and the
fuel-filler-door latch was somehow broken. The deep-green X-type did so many cross-country
runs that the second service, at 20, miles, came up fast and included a new cabin air filter. The
dealer replaced the plastic defogging grilles on the top of the dash and the check valves for the
windshield-washer jets. The grilles had warped and were popping out of place, and the washer
jets were leaking cleaning agents onto the hood. The 30,mile service also included an
engine-air-filter change. We had to make an unscheduled visit to the dealer at 38, miles when
the driver-side headlight burned out. The rearview mirror had come loose and begun flopping
about, and the driver-side headlight-washer-jet cover and the center caps on the rear wheels
had fallen off. Everything was replaced under warranty. At 41, miles, a few days before the last
scheduled service, the X-type's sunroof refused to close fully. After a half-hour of pulling and
prodding, we got it shut. The dealer discovered the electric motor was faulty and the panel had
veered off its tracks. The motor was replaced and the tracks realigned. The PCV valve was also
replaced, and the restraint control module was reprogrammed under a factory recall. As usual,
we put our long-term car through performance tests at the beginning and end of its 40,mile stay.
The X-type's 0-to time improved from 7. Our fuel economy averaged 23 mpg over mostly
freeway miles. After 13 months, it's clear the X-type has many traditional Jaguar virtues: elegant
styling; good power; and a smooth, comfortable, quiet ride. But it also has a few vices: a
relatively cramped interior for a luxury car, quirky ergonomics, and some minor but annoying
glitches. If it had fewer vices--and we recommend vetoing the expensive nav system, with its
irksome touch screen--our X-type would have been a better deal. I kept having to remove my
sunglasses to read the nav map on a sunny day. Now, what good is that? Why does the screen
keep flashing back to that message "Low Outside Temperature"! Sheesh, it's going to be a long
winter. Wonder whatever happened to the strong smell of leather that always came with a
Jaguar. TIRES: Although the X-type came to us on Continental ContiTouringContact all-season
radials, we decided to see if we could maximize the benefits of its all-wheel-drive system during
winter with a set of snow tires. The Winter Sport M2 tires have a directional tread design that's
supposed to improve traction on wet roads, plus lateral zigzag sipes and independent tread
blocks to better deal with snow. The tires abetted the all-wheel drive and aggressive traction
control to provide remarkable grip in snow and ice, allowing one editor to maintain steady
progress when he was caught in a murderous snowstorm between Indianapolis and Michigan.
Dry-road handling on our H-rated mph tires was also very good, yet the knobby tires were quiet
when cruising on the highway. We would definitely recommend these tires for X-type owners
confronted with freezing winters. From the front and back there is a clear resemblance to the
larger and very elegant XJ8. We are also big fans of the more aggressive look of the
supercharged R-series models with their stainless-steel mesh grilles. We decided an XJRlike
scowl might make our X-type more sporty-looking, so we sent off an order to Terry's Jaguar
Parts ; The parts come
lexus is300 service manual
1996 toyota camry headlight bulb
push pull wiring diagram
from Paramount Performance in England, and they're indeed expensive because they're made
from quality materials. Installing the upper grille involved taking out four screws and sliding the
OEM grille out and simply sliding in the new one. The whole operation took less than five
minutes. Swapping the lower grille took more time because it involved removing the splash
shield and front bumper and drilling new holes in the bumper. Altogether, we spent about three
hours on the conversion, but it gave the X-type the sharp R-series appearance we were looking
for. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans
of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station
Wagons of This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page
to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.

